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DESCRIPTION

Golf R32 MKV, 1 owner. This highly desirable, and now very collectable VW Golf R32 4 Motion
has had just one registered lady owner from new. The Golf has clearly led a very sheltered life.
As expected with a low mileage, one owner unmolested car, it comes with its original spare set
of keys, and all handbooks and manuals in its R32 leather bounded folder. A further folder of
history is also with the Golf containing invoices, some MOT certificates and we are pleased to
confirm the cars original bill of sale is present. The R32 was ordered new in Diamond Black
with leather trim with paint protection and was invoiced out at £26,973.99. The Golf has arrived
with us in excellent mechanical condition, with current MOT test and will be supplied with a full
one year MOT and light service ahead of delivery to its second owner. Further to the service
stamps, there are invoices for recent further maintenance that includes a new clutch in early
2022 and a new heater blower in 2021. Tyres have also been recently replaced. On the road the
R32 is impressive with fantastic power from the 3.2 litre V6 engine that produces around
250bhp, making it the flagship in the Golf range. Performance figures are strong, acceleration
is effortless and the car has a top speed of 155mph and 0-62mph in 6.5 seconds. From 50mph
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acceleration is rapid making this is an incredibly fun car to drive, and the more desirable six
speed manual gearbox is slick and smooth. It's a wonderful driving machine, steering is
precise, suspension for the R32 was lowered by 20mm compared to the standard Golf and
stiffer springs and dampers plus upgraded anti roll bars hugely improve cornering. To further
enhance the driving experience, the 4Motion four wheel drive and 18 inch alloys ensure there is
plenty of grip and assured handling and larger discs improve braking. This is a true hot hatch
icon, and in recent years have become very sought after and collectable. The VW presents
superbly with stunning, gleaming Diamond Black paintwork, excellent straight bodywork,
superb clean alloys and the Black leather trim has been very well cared for and represents this
low mileage car well. The impressive interior also is reminder this is the flagship Golf model
with its beautiful R embossed Sports seats with electric lumbar adjustment and modern
comforts to include dual zone digital climate control with AC, multi stage heated front seats,
on board trip computer, automatic lights, traction control, tyre pressure monitoring and its high
quality original entertainment system all in place. A future classic, and one to enjoy and look
after well to maintain its value and desirability.

AD INFORMATION

Year:  2006

VAT applicable?:  No

Mileage:  56000 miles

Region:  Yorkshire and the Humber

ITEM ADDRESS

Knapton Wold Road, Malton, England, North Yorkshire, YO17, United Kingdom
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